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Designing and fabricating high-performance photovoltaic devices have remained a major
challenge in organic solar cell technologies. In this work, the photovoltaic performances
of BTBPD-PC61 BM system were theoretically investigated by means of density functional
theory calculations coupled with the Marcus charge transfer model in order to seek novel
photovoltaic systems. Moreover, the hole-transfer properties of BTBPD thin-ﬁlm were also
studied by an amorphous cell with 100 BTBPD molecules. Results revealed that the BTBPDPC61 BM system possessed a middle-sized open-circuit voltage of 0.70 V, large short-circuit
current density of 16.874 mA/cm2 , large ﬁll factor of 0.846, and high power conversion eﬃciency of 10%. With the Marcus model, the charge-dissociation rate constant was predicted
to be as fast as 3.079×1013 s−1 in the BTBPD-PC61 BM interface, which was as 3−5 orders
of magnitude large as the decay (radiative and non-radiative) rate constant (108 −1010 s−1 ),
indicating very high charge-dissociation eﬃciency (∼100%) in the BTBPD-PC61 BM system.
Furthermore, by the molecular dynamics simulation, the hole mobility for BTBPD thin-ﬁlm
was predicted to be as high as 3.970×10−3 cm2 V−1 s−1 , which can be attributed to its tight
packing in solid state.
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Recently, Cai et al. synthesized a novel small
molecule material (BTBPD) with the donor-acceptordonor (D-A-D) character, and found that the thin-ﬁlm
ﬁeld eﬀect transistor fabricated with BTBPD had high
hole mobility under natural ambient conditions [10].
More interestingly, BTBPD also exhibited the prominent capture to solar radiation, and its strongest absorption peak was found to red-shift to 696 nm in solid
state. In a word, all properties suggest that BTBPD
should be an excellent electron donor candidate. In
this work, taking BTBPD as donor and [6,6]-phenylC61 -butyric acid methyl ester (PC61 BM) as acceptor,
we carried out a systematic theoretical study on the
photovoltaic properties for BTBPD-PC61 BM system by
means of quantum chemistry and molecular dynamics
calculations coupled with the incoherent charge hopping
model in order to seek novel high-performance photovoltaic systems. In this work, our main objectives are
to theoretically explore the applicability of BTBPD as
an electron-donating material and estimate the photovoltaic performances of BTBPD-PC61 BM system. Theoretical calculations clearly show that BTBPD, as expected, is an excellent electron donor material, and the
power conversion eﬃciency (PCE) of BTBPD-PC61 BM
system theoretically reaches up to 10%.

I. INTRODUCTION

In the past 100 years, with the overconsumption for
fossil energies (coal, petroleum, and natural gas), environmental pollution problems have received widespread
attention, and actively exploring for the clean and renewable energy has being become a hot and focus issue
[1, 2]. As one of the most promising long-term solutions
for the clean and renewable energy, free-metal photovoltaic technology has attracted intense interests in recent years due to its numerous advantages compared to
the commercial inorganic photovoltaic technology, such
as low manufacturing cost, ﬂexibility, ease of solvent
processing, and large-area capability [3−6]. Previous
studies indicated that the high-performance donor materials should meet the following requirements: (i) narrow optical band gap, (ii) low-lying highest occupied
molecular orbital (HOMO) level, and (iii) high hole carrier mobility [7−9]. Unfortunately, electron-donating
materials that simultaneously satisfy those three demands are still scarce up to date.
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II. COMPUTATIONAL METHODS

To simplify calculations, the long-alkyl chain (2ethylhexyl) in BTBPD was replaced with the CH3 , because it has been conﬁrmed that the substituted alkyl
in organic compounds has hardly any eﬀect on their
electronic structure and optical properties, and merely
promotes solubility [11−13]. All stable species were
fully optimized without any symmetry constraints by
means of density functional theory (DFT) calculations
with the B3LYP hybrid functional [14] and the 6-31G(d)
basis set, with subsequent frequency calculations to
conﬁrm that they were true minima of potential energy surface. Based on the optimized geometries, the
UV-Vis spectrum for BTBPD was simulated with the
time-dependent density functional theory (TD-DFT)
[15, 16] and the B3LYP/6-31G(d) scheme. In order
to determine the most reasonable geometry of BTBPDPC61 BM complex, the detailed potential-surface scan
was carried out between PC61 BM and BTBPD with
the CAM-B3LYP-D3(BJ)/6-31G(d) method [17, 18].
As seen in FIG. S1 (supplementary materials), the
BTBPD-PC61 BM complex was found to be the most
stable when the centroids distance of PC61 BM and
BTBPD is at 8.0 Å, which is in good agreement with
the recent studies [19, 20]. Then, in subsequent calculations, the centroids distance of PC61 BM and BTBPD
was invariably ﬁxed at 8.0 Å. In addition, in this work
the inﬂuence of molecular orientation was also considered. As is shown in FIG. S2 (supplementary materials), the molecular orientation aﬀects a little on the
BTBPD-PC61 BM complex. Based on optimized structures for PC61 BM, BTBPD, and BTBPD-PC61 BM
complex, total density of states (TDOS) and partial
density of states (PDOS) were visualized with the Multiwfn 3.3.6 software developed by Lu et al. [21, 22]. All
quantum chemistry calculations were carried out with
the Gaussian 09 software [23].

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
A. Photovoltaic performances of BTBPD-PC61 BM
system
1. Electronic properties and open circuit-voltage

BTBPD and PC61 BM molecular structures are depicted in FIG. 1. The geometric optimization revealed
that BTBPD molecule has a near planar conformation (FIG. S3 in supplementary materials), and the
dihedral angle (α) between its adjacent units is close
to 20◦ , which indicates its good π-conjugated character. FIG. 2 shows the TDOS and PDOS of PC61 BM,
BTBPD, and BTBPD-PC61 BM complex. With the
DOS, it is very easy to directly observe the contribution
from each substituent to the frontier molecular orbital
(FMO). As seen, in PC61 BM molecule all density of
DOI:10.1063/1674-0068/30/cjcp1702016

FIG. 1 Molecular structures of BTBPD and PC61 BM.

HOMOs and LUMOs was found to concentrate on the
C60 sphere in the energy range from −10.0 eV to 2.0 eV,
and the contribution from the substituent (methyl4-phenylbutanoate) is very small, meaning the substituent only enhances the C60 solubility, and has a little
inﬂuence on its electronic properties, which agrees well
with the previous experimental studies [24, 25]. Moreover, it can be noticed that CH3 contributes very small
to the HOMO and LUMO in BTBPD molecule, verifying it is rational to replace 2-ethylhexyl with CH3 in
the current work. Interestingly, the benzo[b]thiophene
(BT) and bipyrrolylidene-2,2′ (1H,1′ H)-dione (BPD) in
BTBPD molecule contribute very much to both the
HOMO and the LUMO, denoting the HOMO and
LUMO of BTBPD delocalize over the molecular skeleton, rather than centralize at a certain molecular fragment, which beneﬁts the rapid charge-transfer between
two molecules. As for BTBPD-PC61 BM complex, the
HOMO and the LUMO exhibit an obvious separation
characteristic, and the HOMO completely locates on
the BTBPD, while the LUMO mainly centuries on
the PC61 BM, which suggests the easy formation of
BTBPD·+ -PC61 BM·− charge-separated state. According to the previous study, the open circuit-voltage for
organic solar cells (OSCs), Voc , can be estimated with
[26]:
Voc =

1
(|EHOMO (D)| − |ELUMO (A)|) − 0.3
e

(1)

where EHOMO (D) and ELUMO (A) are the HOMO level
of donor and the LUMO level of PC61 BM, e is the electron charge, and the value of 0.3 is an empirical factor. Then, based on the experiment HOMO (−5.0 eV
[10]) for BTBPD and LUMO (−4.0 eV [27, 28]) for
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FIG. 2 Total density of states and partial density of states of (a) PC61 BM, (b) BTBPD, and (c) PC61 BM-BTBPD complex.

TABLE I Calculated EAIP , EAEA , and Eb values in the gas
and solid state for BTBPD with two different DFT methods.
Method
State
EAIP EAEA
Eb
B3LYP/6-31G(d,p)
Gas
5.483 1.982 1.596
Solid
4.779 2.951 0.594
P+ /P− a 0.704 0.969
CAM-B3LYP/6-31G(d,p) Gas
5.761 1.851 1.733
Solid
5.020 2.909 0.675
P+ /P− a 0.741 1.058
a

FIG. 3 Predicted PCE for BTBPD-PC61 BM cell with the
Scharber diagram.

P+ /P− represents the cation/anion polarization energy.

(2)

the EAIP /EAEA of solid BTBPD was estimated via the
scheme reported by Schwenn et al. [30], which has been
veriﬁed to be an excellent selection that estimates the
electronic properties of organic materials in the solid
state. Table I shows calculated EAIP and EAEA values
for BTBPD in gas phase and solid state with two diﬀerent DFT methods. It can be noted that Eb estimated
by two methods is as large as 1.596 and 1.733 eV in
gas phase, which is much larger compared with those
measured values of 0.2−1.0 eV in many organic materials [31], which can be attributed to the solid stacking
eﬀect. Comparing the results in gas phase to the ones
in solid state, it can be noticed that in gas phase EAIP
is larger, while EAEA is smaller, which is similar to the
measured and theoretical results in acenes [32]. According to the calculated EAIP , EAEA , and Em for the solid
BTBPD, the Eb was estimated to be about 0.594 eV.
The precious study showed that the exciton is unstable when Eb <kB T , which amounts to 0.025 eV at room
temperature [33]. According to the calculated Eb for
BTBPD, it can be deduced that the photo-induced exciton in BTBPD is relatively stable, which can be efﬁciently transported to the BTBPD-PC61 BM interface
without rapidly being decayed in transit.

As seen in Eq.(2), to calculate Eb , the EAIP and EAEA
of donor in solid state ﬁrstly should be calculated. Here,

As is known to all, the good harvest for solar radiation is essential for eﬃcient dye sensitizers, which determines the short-circuit current density Jsc of DSC de-

PC61 BM, the Voc was estimated to be as large as 0.70 V
for BTBPD-PC61 BM system. More interestingly, the
PCE of BTBPD-PC61 BM system was predicted to be
over 10% (FIG. 3) by means of the Scharber diagram,
indicating the BTBPD-PC61 BM system is a promising
OSC candidate.
2. Charge binding energy and optical absorption properties

As is well-known, the charge binding energy (Eb )
is one of the most parameters in photovoltaic devices,
which is directly related to the charge separation. Usually Eb is taken as the diﬀerence between the transport
gap (Et ) and the optical band gap (Eopt ). The former
is the diﬀerence between the adiabatic ionization potential (EAIP ) and electron aﬃnity (EAEA ) of donor in the
solid state, while the latter is taken as the ﬁrst-singlet
emission energy (Em ). Then, the Eb can be calculated
as the following expression [29]:
Eb = EAIP − EAEA − Em

DOI:10.1063/1674-0068/30/cjcp1702016
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TABLE II Calculated excited energies (λmax ), molar absorption coefficients (ε), oscillator strengths (f ), and main configuration for BTBPD with different DFT methods coupled with the 6-31G(d,p) basis set.
Method
B3LYP
CAM-B3LYP
M062X
MPW1PW91
PBE0
TPSSh
ωB97XD
LC-ωPBE
Expt. [10]

State
S0 →S1
S0 →S1
S0 →S1
S0 →S1
S0 →S1
S0 →S1
S0 →S1
S0 →S1

λmax /nm
693
617
623
682
788
769
610
562
696

λmax /eV
1.790
2.008
1.991
1.818
1.573
1.612
2.033
2.205
1.782

FIG. 4 Simulated and experimental absorption spectra for
BTBPD in solid state.

vices to some extent. To explore reliable DFT methods
estimating optical absorption properties for BTBPD, a
set of popular DFT methods were tested. As seen in
Table II, compared with the experimental value, the
B3LYP hybrid functional can estimate accurately the
excited energy of BTBPD, and the derivation between
the theoretical and experimental values is only about
3.0 nm (about 0.008 eV). Moreover, it can be noticed
that the strongest absorption in UV-Vis spectrum for
the BTBPD molecule can be assigned to the π-π ∗ type,
and dominated completely by the electron transition of
HOMO→LUMO (∼100%). In addition, as observed in
FIG. 4, the TD-B3LYP/6-31G(d) method can reproduce well the UV-Vis spectrum of BTBPD molecule in
solid state, which conﬁrms again the method reliability
used in this work. Since the HOMO and LUMO for
BTBPD distribute the whole molecule skeleton (FIG.
S4 in supplementary materials), the lowest-excited singlet is a typically local excited state, and no obvious
charge is transferred in light absorption process.
3. Short-circuit current density Jsc , fill factor F F , and PCE η

Short-circuit current density Jsc is another key parameter that determines the PCE of OSC devices, which
DOI:10.1063/1674-0068/30/cjcp1702016

ε/(L·mol−1 cm−3 )
56585
52720
52387
56535
53866
56496
50245
49731
53000

f
1.3963
1.3017
1.3489
1.3956
1.3105
1.3787
1.2406
1.2279

Main configuration
HOMO→LUMO(100%)
HOMO→LUMO(96%)
HOMO→LUMO(97%)
HOMO→LUMO(100%)
HOMO→LUMO(100%)
HOMO→LUMO(100%)
HOMO→LUMO(93%)
HOMO→LUMO(90%)

FIG. 5 Predicted Jsc and ηλ for BTBPD-PC61 BM cell.

can be expressed as [34, 35]:
∫ ∞
Jsc = q
ηEQE (λ) × S(λ)dλ

(3)

0

where S(λ) is incident photon-to-current conversion efﬁciency at a ﬁxed wavelength, e is the unit charge,
and ηEQE (λ) is the external quantum eﬃciency. The
ηEQE (λ) term can be described as the product of ηλ
(light-harvesting eﬃciency), ηCT (charge transfer eﬃciency), and ηcoll (charge collection eﬃciency) [36],
ηEQE = ηλ ηCT ηcoll

(4)

where ηλ can be calculated as ηλ =1−10−f , f is the oscillator strength. Then, to estimate the maximum Jsc ,
we sent the ηCT =1.0 and the ηcoll =1.0. Our calculation showed that f is about 1.3963 at the lowest-excited
singlet state for BTBPD, then yielding the ηλ =0.752.
FIG. 5 shows that the simulated ηλ and Jsc with the
above-mentioned parameters. As seen, the Jsc was estimated to be as high as 16.874 mA/cm2 for the BTBPDPC61 BM system, which can be attributed to its strong
spectral response. In addition, it can be noticed that
the ηλ is as large as 81.7% in visible region. Relatively,
BTBPD has a weak capture for ultraviolet radiation
(ηλ ≈57%). For the F F calculation, an approximate
scheme can be expressed as [37, 38],
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FF =

νoc − ln(νoc + 0.72)
νoc + 1

(5)

where νoc is the dimensionless voltage, which can be
estimated with the Voc [39, 40],
νoc =

qVoc
nkB T

Voc Jsc
Pmax
=
FF
Pin
Pin

(7)

where Pmax and Pin (=100 mW/cm2 ) are the maximum
and incident power respectively. With the calculated
Voc , Jsc , and F F , the PCE of BTBPD-PC61 BM system
was predicted to be 8.83% (n=2.0) and 9.99% (n=1.0),
which is slightly smaller than the value (>10%) estimated by the Scharber diagram.
B. Charge dissociation and recombination rates

Generally, the charge transfer in organic photoelectric
materials obeys the incoherent charge-hopping mechanism, and the transfer rate constant between donor and
acceptor, kDA , can be evaluated via the Marcus model
[45, 46],
[
]
√
2π
(∆G + λ)2
π
2
kDA =
|VDA | exp −
(8)
h
λkB T
4λkB T
where λ is the total reorganization energy, VDA is the
eﬀective charge transfer integral between donor and acceptor, ∆G is the Gibbs free energy change between the
initial and ﬁnal states, kB is Boltzmann constant, h is
Planck constant, and T is the temperature (here, we set
T =300 K).
1. Gibbs free energy change in charge dissociation and
recombination

As seen in Eq.(8), the Gibbs free energy change, ∆G,
has a remarkable inﬂuence on the kDA . Generally, the
DOI:10.1063/1674-0068/30/cjcp1702016

+
−
∗
∆Gdis = ED
(Q+ ) + EA
(Q− ) − ED
(Q∗ ) −
0
EA
(Q0 ) + ∆Ecoul

(6)

where kB , T and q are Boltzmann constant, temperature (here, we set T =300 K), and elementary charge
respectively, n is an ideality factor relating to an ideal
(n=1) or non-ideal (n>1) diode [41], organic solar cells
typically have ideality factors in the range of 1.5−2.0
due to their inherent disorder [42]. According to the
calculated Voc (0.70 V) for the BTBPD-PC61 BM system, the νoc was estimated to be 27.08 at n=1.0 and
13.54 at n=2, then, the F F for P61 BM-BTBPD was
predicted to be as high as 0.748 (n=2.0) and 0.846
(n=1.0), in excellent agreement with measured values
in most OSC devices. According to the previous study,
the PCE (η) of OSC devices can be estimated with the
following equation [43, 44]
η=

∆G can be estimated as the energy diﬀerence in the
ﬁnal and initial states, accounting for the Coulombic
attraction between the two charges in charge-separated
state. Thus, for the charge-dissociation, the ∆G is written as [47],

(9)

+
∗
where ED
(Q∗ ) and ED
(Q+ ) is the total energy of
isolated donor in its equilibrium geometry of lowest
−
0
singlet-excited and cationic state, EA
(Q− ) and EA
(Q0 )
are the total energies of isolated acceptor in its equilibrium geometries of anionic and ground states, ∆Ecoul is
the Coulombic attraction between donor and acceptor
in charge-separated state, which can be estimated with
the ﬂowing equation,
∑∑ qD∗ qA
∑∑ qD+ qA−
∆Ecoul =
−
(10)
4πε0 εs rD+ A−
4πε0 εs rD∗ A
∗
−
+
D

A

D

A

where qD and qA are the atomic charges on donor and
acceptor in their relevant states with a separation distance, rDA . The ε0 is the vacuum dielectric constant
(8.854×10−12 F/m), and the εs is the static dielectric constant of medium. Similarly, the Gibbs free energy change (∆Grec ) in charge recombination can also
be estimated with the expression similar to Eq.(9) and
Eq.(10). Here, the εs is estimated with the ClausiusMossotti equation [48],
εs =

(
)(
)−1
8πα
4πα
1+
1−
3V
3V

(11)

where V is the Connolly molecular volume, α is
the isotropic
component of molecular polarizability,
∑
α=1/3 i αii , and the αii is the diagonal matrix elements of ﬁrst-order polarizability tensor. Calculations
show that the εs is 3.653 for BTBPD, which is in accord
with the measured values (ranging from 2.0 to 5.0 [49,
50]) in most organic materials. As for PC61 BM, the
experimental εs value of 3.9 [51] was used in this work.
The total εs of BTBPD-PC61 BM system was taken as
an average of their respective contributions. Our calculation showed that the ∆Gdis is about −0.316 eV,
while the ∆Grec is smaller (−0.640 eV). As seen, the
∆Gdis and ∆Grec are consistently calculated to be negative, denoting that the charge-dissociation and chargerecombination are always favorable in thermodynamics.
In addition, the smaller ∆Grec indicated a larger driving
force in charge-recombination process.
2. Reorganization energies in charge dissociation and
recombination

Generally, in organic solids the total reorganization
energy (λ) of electron transfer can be divided into two
parts, namely the internal reorganization energy (λint )
c
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and the external one (λext ). The λint term can be calculated with the adiabatic potential energy surface (PES)
method [52, 53]. In the case of charge dissociation, the
λint is actually taken as an average of the following λ1
and λ2 [54],
∗
0
∗
0
λ1 = (ED
(Q+ ) + EA
(Q− )) − (ED
(Q∗ ) + EA
(Q0 ))(12)
+
−
+
−
∗
0
+
λ2 = (ED (Q ) + EA (Q )) − (ED (Q ) + EA (Q- )) (13)
∗
∗
where ED
(Q+ ) and ED
(Q∗ ) are the energies of donors
in the lowest excited-state with the equilibrium geome+
(Q∗ )
tries of cationic and excited state respectively, ED
+
+
and ED (Q ) are the energies of donors in the cationic
states with the equilibrium geometries of excited and
0
0
(Q0 ) are
(Q− ) and EA
cationic states respectively, EA
the energies of acceptors in the neutral states with the
equilibrium geometries of anion and neutral states, re−
0
spectively, and EA
(Q0 )/EA
(Q− ) are the energies of
acceptors in the anionic states with the equilibrium
geometries of neutral and anionic states. As seen in
Table III, our calculation showed that the λint (λdis )
is 0.191 eV in charge-dissociation process for BTBPDPC61 BM, which remarkably increases to 0.348 eV in
the case of charge recombination. Compared with the
λint , the λext was diﬃcult to be accurately calculated.
Here, we used the classical dielectric continuum model
initially developed by Marcus for the electron-transfer
reaction between spherical ions in solution to estimate
the λext . According to this model, the λext term is given
by [55],
)
(
)(
∑ ∑ qD qA
(∆e)2
1 1
1
1
λext =
−
+
−2
(14)
8πε0 εop εs RD RA
rDA
D

A

where εop is the optical dielectric constant of medium,
RD (=6.41 Å for BTBPD) and RA (=6.50 Å for
PC61 BM) are the eﬀective radii of donor and acceptor estimated as the radius of sphere having the same
surface as the surface accessible area of molecule. The
qD and qA denote the atomic charges on the ions. The
εop which can be estimated with the Lorentz-Lorenz
equation [56, 57],
εop = n2 =

Vm + 2R
Vm − R

(15)

where n is the refractive index, Vm is the molar volume
(Vm =M /ρ, M is the molar mass, and ρ is the density of material), R is the molar refraction. Here, the
ρ was estimated with the molecular dynamics method,
and the simulated detail was shown in the supplementary materials. Our results showed the εop and ρ for
BTBPD were equal to 2.960 and 1.312 g/cm3 respectively. As for PC61 BM, the experimental refractive index (n=1.866) is used to estimate to the εop , which
is equal to 3.482 according to our estimation. With
the above-mentioned parameters, the λext can be conveniently obtained. At the case of BTBPD-PC61 BM, the
DOI:10.1063/1674-0068/30/cjcp1702016
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TABLE III Calculated λdis , λrec , and λext values in the gas
and solid state for BTBPD with two different DFT methods.
Method
State
λdis
λrec
λext
B3LYP/6-31G(d,p)
Gas
0.288 0.364 0.103
Solid
0.191 0.348 0.103
CAM-B3LYP/6-31G(d,p) Gas
0.248 0.550 0.103
Solid
0.214 0.518 0.102

λext is equal to 0.103 eV. Summary, the λ is 0.294 eV
in charge-dissociation process for BTBPD-PC61 BM system, which remarkably increases to 0.451 eV for the
charge-recombination process.

3. Charge transfer integral in charge dissociation and
recombination

As seen in Eq.(8), the VDA is an important parameter that determines the kDA , in this work, the directcoupling (DC) method coupled with the PW91PW91/631G(d) scheme was used to estimate VDA [58, 59], which
have been illustrated to present the most accurate VDA
value at the DFT level [60, 61]. In terms of the DC
scheme, the VDA value of charge transfer can be calculated by the following expression [62],
VD(i)A(j) =

TD(i)A(j) − 0.5(eD(i) + eA(j) )SD(i)A(j)
(16)
2
1 − SD(i)A(j)

where TD(i)A(j) is the charge transfer integral of
the ith molecular orbital of donor and the jth
molecular orbital of acceptor, SD(i)A(j) is the spatial overlap integral of the above two molecular orbitals, and eD(i) /eA(j) is the site energy. TD(i)A(j) ,
SD(i)A(j) , and eD(i) /eA(j) can be obtained from the
TD(i)A(j) =⟨ψD(i) |F KS |ψA(j) ⟩, SD(i)A(j) =⟨ψD(i) |ψA(j) ⟩,
and eD(i) /eA(j) =⟨ψD(i) |ψA(j) |F KS |ψD(i) |ψA(j) ⟩. Among
them, ψD(i) is the HOMO (for charge-recombination) or
LUMO (for charge-dissociation) of donor, ψA(j) is the
LUMO of acceptor, and F KS is the Kohn-Sham matrix
of donor-acceptor system. The F KS can be obtained
from
F KS = SCεC −1

(17)

where S is the intermolecular overlap matrix, C is
the molecular orbital coeﬃcient matrix from the isolated monomer, and ε is the orbital energy from onestep diagonalization without iteration. Generally, the
VDA in the charge-dissociation process is taken as
the coupling between the LUMO of donor and acceptor. However, since the LUMO+1 and LUMO+2 in
PC61 BM are degenerated energetically with its LUMO
[63], the VDA between the LUMO of BTBPD and
the LUMO+1/LUMO+2 of PC61 BM was also computed. Finally, the average VDA value ((V1 V2 V3 )1/3 )
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was viewed as the total VDA and then applied to estimate the charge-dissociation rate. As for the chargerecombination, the same treatment was done. Calculations show that the VDA in the charge dissociation for
the BTBPD-PC61 BM is −31.82 meV, which is equal
to 20.37 meV for the charge-recombination process.
Based on the calculated λ and VDA values, the chargedissociation (kdis ) and charge-recombination (krec ) rate
constants were estimated to be as high as 3.079×1013
and 4.808×1012 s−1 respectively in BTBPD-PC61 BM
complex. Recent studies illustrated that the decay
rate constant (kd ) of excited organic molecules typically
ranges 1.0×108 s−1 to 1.0×1010 s−1 [64]. Our results
showed that the kdis is larger than the kd 3−5 orders
of magnitude, which indicates high charge-dissociation
eﬃciency (∼100%) in the BTBPD-PC61 BM system.
In addition, although the krec is relatively large, the
charge-recombination eﬃciency is still very low. According to previous studies, the electron transferred
onto PC61 BM can be rapidly converted to the triplet
state from the singlet state [63, 64], which remarkably
hinders from the recombination of free carriers.
C. Hole transfer rate and hole mobility in BTBPD
thin-film

As is known to all, the charge transport ability of
donor remarkably aﬀects the solar cell’s performance.
Thus, it is essential to discuss charge transport properties of BTBPD thin-ﬁlm. Generally, the charge transport ability of organic materials can be chartered with
its carrier mobility, µ, which can be calculated by means
of the Einstein-Smoluchowski equation [67, 68],
µ=

eD
kB T

(18)

where D is diﬀusion coeﬃcient, e is elementary charge,
kB is Boltzmann constant, and T is absolute temperature, respectively. The D can be estimated by means
of the following appropriate relation [69, 70]:
D≈

1 ∑ 2
d ki Pi
2n i i

(19)

where n is the spatial dimensionality, which is 3 in
organic solids, di is the centroids distance of the ith
hopping dimer, ki is the charge transfer rate
∑ constant,
and Pi is the hopping probability, Pi =ki / i ki . In this
work, the charge mobility of BTBPD thin-ﬁlm was evaluated by means of an amorphous cell with 100 BTBPD
molecules built by means of the molecular dynamics
simulation. Table IV lists the calculated the λint term
with two diﬀerent DFT methods. As seen, the CAMB3LYP/6-31G(d,p) scheme presents quite large λint values due to the long-range correlation eﬀect. In addition, it can be noticed that the λint in solid state
is obviously smaller than that in gas phase, denoting
DOI:10.1063/1674-0068/30/cjcp1702016

TABLE IV Calculated λint for BTBPD in solid
states with two different DFT methods.
Method
State
λ1
λ2
B3LYP/6-31G(d,p)
Gas
0.188 0.232
Solid 0.175 0.213
CAM-B3LYP/6-31G(d,p) Gas
0.415 0.377
Solid 0.378 0.349

and gas
λint
0.420
0.388
0.792
0.727

that the solid stack to some extent, limits the structural relaxation of BTBPD molecule in charge transfer process. Since the donor materials in OSC devices
usually keep in solid state under operating conditions,
the λint estimated in the solid state is more reasonable.
To explore possible charge transfer dimers, 21 molecular pairs with the relatively large VDA values were abstracted from the optimized amorphous cell, and their
geometries, centroids distances, as well as estimated
VDA values were shown in Table S1 (supplementary materials). Based on the λint the solid state and VDA values, the hole carrier mobility, µh , was estimated to be
as high as 3.970×10−3 cm2 V−1 s−1 in the solid BTBPD,
which is in excellent agreement with its measured value
(3.0×10−3 −8.4×10−3 cm2 V−1 s−1 [10]. According to
the previous investigation, for high-performance OSC
devices, the µh should be not less than 10−3 cm2 V−1 s−1
[26]. Our estimation showed as a potential donor material of OSC devices, the BTBPD can rapidly transports
holes.

IV. CONCLUSION

In summary, BTBPD-PC61 BM as a promising OSC
system was theoretically studied by means of quantumchemical and molecular dynamics calculations. Results showed that BTBPD-PC61 BM system possesses
middle-sized open-circuit voltage (0.7 V), large shortcircuit current density (16.874 mA/cm2 ), high ﬁll factor
(0.846), and high PCE (>10%). In addition, BTBPD
was also revealed to possess the strong optical response,
and suitable charge-binding energy (0.457 eV). Using the Marcus model, the kdis was estimated to be
as large as 3.079×1013 s−1 in the BTBPD-PC61 BM
blend, which indicated very high charge-dissociation
eﬃciency. Moreover, by means of an amorphous cell
model with 100 BTBPD molecules, the hole carrier mobility of BTBPD thin ﬁlm was predicted to be as high
as 3.970×10−3 cm2 V−1 s−1 . In brief, our calculation
shows that BTBPD is a very potential donor material,
and the BTBPD-PC61 BM system is a high-performance
OSC candidate. However, these results need to be veriﬁed by experiments.
Supplementary material: Detailed potential-surface
scan, optimized BTBPD geometry, calculated the
lowest-excited energy for BTBPD, HOMO and LUMO
c
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of BTBPD, and detailed description for molecular dynamics simulation are shown.
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